STUVA System

Children’s furniture that’s made for change
Children grow fast, but they don’t have to outgrow their furniture. We designed the pieces of STUVA system to adapt to children’s changing needs. The series includes a crib, changing table, bench, chest of drawers, wardrobes, loft bed, interiors and more. You can make your own solution or choose a ready-made combination – and add on at any time. With a timeless style in several colors, STUVA is a flexible, functional solution that lasts for years of sleeping, playing, learning and growing!

The combinations in this buying guide are shown and priced in the all white option, but the FRITIDS and FÖLJA doors, fronts and drawers offer a variety of color options and combinations. For more information please go to IKEA-USA.com

Online planning
Put your creativity to work and create your own combination. Our easy-to-use planners help you try out different ideas to find what’s best for you.

The planners tell you how much your combination will cost. It creates a list of the products you need, so you don’t forget anything at the store. It also checks if what you need is available before you go. The planners even help you buy your products directly online.

Start planning today at: IKEA-USA.com/planningtools
STUVA GROWS WITH YOUR CHILD

Smart solutions for limited space

Children grow, but their space at home doesn’t always get bigger. STUVA maximizes space with multifunctional pieces that can transform, too. With STUVA loft bed, you can completely furnish a child’s room with a desk, wardrobe and open shelf unit. Other pieces like STUVA changing table grow with your child to become a play table and a study desk.

Endless possibilities

STUVA is a super flexible system. You can choose frames, doors, drawers and interior fittings to create a combination that suits your child’s needs and your space. If you don’t want to build from scratch, we have a selection of ready-made combinations, so you can choose one to bring home today!

Designed for children

STUVA system is designed with children in mind! Everything’s at child height, so they can reach their toys and clothes while learning to keep their things tidy. We even think of accident prevention and include features like smooth edges and rounded corners so children don’t hurt themselves.

HOW TO BUILD

With FRITIDS fronts – soft closing hinges and four colors to choose from

White, red, light blue and light pink – FRITIDS fronts are available in these colors in all sizes. You and your child can choose your favorites. FRITIDS fronts are fully closed and have soft-closing hinges, too, so doors close silently without a slam.

STUVA GRUNDLIG interiors are adjustable, so you can place them where they’re easy to reach and adjust them as your child grows. One shelf is needed as a divider between the shelf unit and the drawers in the storage solutions.

Size: 118⅛×19⅝×50⅜”.

with FRITIDS

592.53

$372

2× STUVA frame, 50⅜”
2× STUVA bench
1× FRITIDS box
1× FRITIDS doors, 2pk, 50⅜”
2× FRITIDS drawer front, 12¼”
2× STUVA GRUNDLIG drawer without front, 12¼”
1× STUVA GRUNDLIG shelf, 22×17¾”
1× STUVA GRUNDLIG wire basket
1× STUVA GRUNDLIG clothes rail

FÖLJA fronts are sold in two packs. Each FÖLJA package includes two knobs and a sheet of 10 round stickers – two each of blue, pink, yellow, green and orange. The stickers let you customize and decorate the knobs. You can even write on the stickers with chalk.

STUVA GRUNDLIG interiors are adjustable, so you can place them where they’re easy to reach and adjust them as your child grows. One shelf is needed as a divider between the shelf unit and the drawers in the storage solutions.

Size: 118⅛×19⅝×50⅜”.

with FÖLJA

492.75

$339

2× STUVA frame, 50⅜”
2× STUVA bench
1× FÖLJA box
1× FÖLJA doors, 2pk, 50⅜”
1× FÖLJA drawer fronts, 2pk, 12¼”
2× FÖLJA drawer without front, 12¼”
1× FÖLJA GRUNDLIG shelf, 22×17¾”
1× FÖLJA GRUNDLIG wire basket
1× FÖLJA GRUNDLIG clothes rail
CLOTHES STORAGE

There's more room to play when clothes are sorted and off the floor. STUVA clothes storage solutions have flexible interiors such as clothes rails, shelves and wire baskets to let children hang, fold and organize their clothes.

FOR THE CLOTHES RAIL

BAGIS Children’s coat-hangers Assorted colors

Size: 23¾×19¾×7¾". Included interiors: one clothes rail, three shelves and one wire basket.

This combination

with FRITIDS 792.529.81 $229
with FÖLJA 991.805.49 $164

RASSLA Organizer with 5 compartments

Size: 9¾×15¾×38½" 704.213.42 $9.99

FOR THE DRAWERS

RASSLA Box with compartments

White

Fits perfectly into the 6¼" STUVA drawer.

Size: 9¾×16¼×3½" 204.213.30 $5.99/2pk

RASSLA Box with compartments

White

Fits perfectly into the 12⅝" STUVA drawer.

Size: 9¾×16¼×6¼" 704.180.85 $7.99/2pk

FOR THE SHELVES AND WIRE BASKETS

ANGELÄGEN Boxes

Multicolor

Size: 7×10¾×6¾" 704.179.53 $9.99/3pk

ANGELÄGEN Box

Yellow

9¾×17¼×6¾" 804.179.38 $5.99

ANGELÄGEN Box

Black/white

9¾×17¼×9¾" 804.179.43 $7.99

CLOTHES STORAGE – COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

FOR THE CLOTHES RAIL

This combination

with FRITIDS 992.527.15 $177
with FÖLJA 292.493.78 $165

This combination

with FRITIDS 792.527.96 $125
with FÖLJA 992.731.65 $110

This combination

with FRITIDS 792.528.63 $179

CLOTHES STORAGE – COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

FOR THE SHELVES AND WIRE BASKETS

RASSLA Organizer with 5 compartments White

Size: 9¾×15¾×38½" 704.212.42 $9.99

FOR THE DRAWERS

RASSLA Box with compartments White

Fits perfectly into the 6¼" STUVA drawer.

Size: 9¾×16¼×3½" 204.213.30 $5.99/2pk

RASSLA Box with compartments White

Fits perfectly into the 12⅝" STUVA drawer.

Size: 9¾×16¼×6¼" 704.180.85 $7.99/2pk
TOY STORAGE

Why waste play time? With the right combination of large and small pull-out drawers, shelves and a bench with toy storage, makes it easy for children to find what they want to play with.

FOR THE DRAWERS
RASSLA Box with compartments White
- Fits perfectly into the 6¼” STUVA drawer. 
- 9¾×16¼×3½”
- 204.213.30
- $5.99/2pk

RASSLA Box with compartments White
- Fits perfectly into the 12⅝” STUVA drawer. 
- 9¾×16¼×6¼”
- 704.188.85
- $7.99/2pk

FOR THE SHELVES
ANGELÄGEN Boxes Multicolor
- 7×10¾×6¾”
- 704.179.53
- $9.99/3pk

ANGELÄGEN Box
- Yellow
- 9¾×17¼×6¾”
- 804.179.38
- $5.99

ANGELÄGEN Box
- Black/white
- 9¾×17¼×9¾”
- 804.179.43
- $7.99

FOR THE BIG BOX AND BENCH
ANGELÄGEN Box Red
- 15×16½×13".
- 704.179.48
- $9.99

HEMMHÖJD Bench pad 25×19×1": Fits the STUVA bench perfectly, and turns the bench into soft comfortable seating.
- Black and white
- 203.323.72
- $14.99

- Pink and white
- 003.378.32
- $14.99

TOY STORAGE – COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

Size: 23¾×19¾×50¾".
This combination with FÖLJA
- 992.500.06
- $121

Size: 23¾×19¾×25¾".
This combination with FÖLJA
- 392.767.38
- $58

Size: 59¾×19½×50¾".
This combination with FÖLJA
- 992.795.85
- $80

Size: 35⅜×19⅝×19⅝”.
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 592.526.37
- $79

Size: 35⅜×19⅝×25⅝”.
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 992.796.30
- $153

Size: 23⅝×19⅝×25⅜”.
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 592.526.91
- $135

Size: 23¾×19¾×25¾".
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 291.805.24
- $69

Size: 23⅝×19⅝×50⅜”.
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 592.526.37
- $79

Size: 23⅝×19⅝×50⅜”.
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 592.526.91
- $135

Size: 23¾×19¾×50¾".
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 992.500.06
- $121

Size: 23¾×19¾×25¾".
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 392.767.38
- $58

Size: 59¾×19½×50¾".
This combination with FÖLIDA
- 992.795.85
- $80
STORAGE COMBINATIONS

Where can children keep all their belongings? In a storage combination, with a wardrobe for clothes, a big box for toys and drawers for pens and paper, helps children easily organize, access – and put away – all their things.

Size: 59×19¾×75¾". Included interiors: one clothes rail, three shelves and one wire basket.
This combination
with FRITIDS 892.530.46 $308
with FÖLJA 891.062.30 $233

Size: 47¼×19¾×75¾". Included interiors: one clothes rail, four shelves and three wire baskets.
This combination
with FRITIDS 892.750.78 $406

FOR THE CLOTHES RAIL

BAGIS Children’s coat-hangers Assorted colors 300.247.16 $2.49/8pk

RASSLA Organizer with 5 compartments White 704.213.42 $9.99

FOR THE DRAWERS

RASSLA Box with compartments White Fits perfectly into the 6¼” STUVA drawer. 9¾×16¼×3½” 204.213.30 $5.99/2pk

RASSLA Box with compartments White Fits perfectly into the 12¼” STUVA drawer. 9¾×17¼×9¾” 704.180.85 $7.99/2pk

FOR THE SHELVES

ANGELÄGEN Boxes Multicolor 7×10¾×6¾” 704.179.53 $9.99/3pk

ANGELÄGEN Box Yellow 9¾×17¼×9¾” 804.179.38 $5.99

ANGELÄGEN Box Black/white 9¾×17¼×9¾” 804.179.43 $7.99

FOR THE BIG BOX AND BENCH

ANGELÄGEN Box Red 15×16½×13” 704.179.48 $9.99

HEMMANOS Bench pad 25×18¾”. Fits the STUVA bench perfectly, and turns the bench into soft comfortable seating.

Black and white 202.323.72 $14.99
Pink and white 201.978.32 $14.99

FUBLA LED wall lamp This lamp is playfully simple to dim. Perfect for reading stories or creating cozy lighting.

White 202.614.06 $19.90
Light turquoise 302.187.87 $19.90

FUBLA LED work lamp Perfect lighting for doing crafts, drawing or building since you can direct the light where you like. Shade Ø6”. Base Ø5”. H16”.

White 103.257.15 $24.99
Light turquoise 303.581.68 $24.99

MOLGAN LED light Battery-operated. You can simply stick the light to the wall using the double-sided tape. The light turns on and off automatically as it’s activated by a motion sensor. Ø3”.

White 602.637.29 $5.99

STORAGE – COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

STORAGE COMBINATIONS

STORAGE – COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS
**STUVA CRIB**

All IKEA cribs use a standard US crib mattress (W27¼×L52”).

1. When the baby is very small the base can be placed at the higher position.
2. As soon as the baby starts to sit by themselves, place the base at the lower position.
3. When the child is big enough to climb into the bed, one crib side can be removed.

**With FRITIDS drawers**

- **KRUMMELUR Crib mattress**: This 3⅛” thick mattress has two different surfaces - one wavy side with medium-firm comfort and one smooth side which is firmer. The structure of the foam makes the mattress comfortable and well-ventilated, which provides good support and a pleasant sleeping environment for your baby. The cover is also easy to remove and can be machine washed.
  - 27¼×52”
  - $60

- **JÄTTETRÖTT Crib mattress**: This mattress is made of 4¾” thick foam and has the same soft, smooth surface on both sides. You can easily turn it over if you like. The cover can also be wiped off, but it cannot be removed.

- **PELLEPLUTT.**: This mattress is made of 2¾” thick foam and has the same, smooth surface on both sides. You can easily turn it over if you like. The cover can also be removed and machine washed at 140°F (Hot).

- **RASSLA Box with compartments**: White fits perfectly into the 6¼” STUVA drawer.

- **LEN Crib Mattress protector**: 27¼×39”, The waterproof backing protects the mattress.

- **LENAST Mattress protector**: 27¼×52”, Protects the mattress from accidents and spills.

- **LEN Crib fitted sheets**: 28×52” The elastic keeps the sheet in place so that your child can sleep safely.

- **SKÖTSAM Changing pad**: 21×32×1”

- **ÖNSKLIG Storage baskets for changing table**: 10⅝×9×10¼”

- **SKÖTSAM Cover for changing pad**: 21⅝×32⅝”

- **RASSLA Box with compartments**: White fits perfectly into the 6¼” STUVA drawer.

- **ANGELÄGEN Box**: Black/white 9¾×17¼×9¾”

- **STUVA CHANGING TABLE/DESK – COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS**

1. At first glance, it is a regular changing table for many cozy moments with your child.
2. When your child grows, you can lower the top to make a a play table where your child can stand and have fun with toys or crafts.
3. As time goes by, you can transform the play table even further by placing the top at the highest desk position to obtain a comfortable desk where your child can sit and do homework.

**With FRITIDS drawers**

- **SKÖTSAM Changing pad**: 21×32×1”

- **ÖNSKLIG Storage baskets for changing table**: 10⅝×9×10¼”

- **SKÖTSAM Cover for changing pad**: 21⅝×32⅝”

- **RASSLA Box with compartments**: White fits perfectly into the 6¼” STUVA drawer.

- **ANGELÄGEN Box**: Black/white 9¾×17¼×9¾”

- **STUVA CHANGING TABLE/DESK – COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS**

1. At first glance, it is a regular changing table for many cozy moments with your child.
2. When your child grows, you can lower the top to make a a play table where your child can stand and have fun with toys or crafts.
3. As time goes by, you can transform the play table even further by placing the top at the highest desk position to obtain a comfortable desk where your child can sit and do homework.
STUVA Twin loft bed offers different assembly possibilities, illustrated below. You can add doors, drawers and interiors according to your needs. The desk comes with cable management and the anti-slipping steps of the ladder have space allowance that enable the child to place their hands around each individual step. At the top of the ladder are there two handles which makes it easy to climb up and down.

Desk parallel to the bed and access to the wardrobe doors from the outer side. You can assemble STUVA loft bed in a way that the desk fits perfectly under the bed. In order to do so, place the doors of the wardrobe on the outer side of the loft bed. Size: 41½×77½×71⅝”.

Desk perpendicular to the bed and access to the wardrobe doors from the inside. If the room is narrow, you can assemble the desk so that it is perpendicular to the loft bed. In this way, both desk and wardrobe can be accessed from the same side. Size: 61×77½×71⅝”.

Desk perpendicular to the bed and access to the wardrobe doors from the outer side. If the space at your disposal has no restrictions, you can assemble STUVA loft bed in a way that the desk is perpendicular to the loft bed and the wardrobe doors can be accessed from the outer side. Size: 61×77½×71⅝”.

Desk free standing from the bed. You can even have the desk free standing by adding two ADILS leg, sold separately.

• Bunk and loft beds are recommended for children six years and older.
• Minimum ceiling height required: 94½”.
• We recommend to use a mattress that is max 7⅞” thick.
• The ladder mounts on the right side of the bed only.
• Size with the desk mounted parallel to the bed is: 41½×77½×71⅝”.
• Size with the desk mounted perpendicular to the bed is: 61×77½×71⅝”.

STUVA TWIN LOFT BED COMBINATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Included Interiors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>with FRITIDS</td>
<td>$489</td>
<td>one clothes rail and one shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with FÖLJA</td>
<td>$454</td>
<td>one clothes rail and one shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with STUVA GRUNDLIG</td>
<td>$409</td>
<td>five shelves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with FRITIDS</td>
<td>$489</td>
<td>four drawers and two doors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size: 41½×77½×71⅝”.

Included interiors:
1. one clothes rail and one shelf.
2. one clothes rail and one shelf.
3. five shelves.
4. four drawers and two doors.
FOR THE BED

MINNEGÅRD Foam mattress
Twin 303.158.76 $99

MÖJLIGHET Foam mattress
Twin 503.158.75 $150

FOR THE SHELVES

ANGELÄGEN Boxes Multicolor
7¾ x 10¾ x 6¾” 704.179.53 $9.99/3pk

ANGELÄGEN Box
Yellow
9¾ x 17¼ x 6¾” 804.179.38 $5.99

MÖJLIGHET Bed pocket
W29½ x H10¾”. With this practical bed pocket by the side of the bed, you always have your book, tablet and headphones within easy reach – even if you sleep on the top part of the bunk bed.

Blue 004.213.93 $5.99

FOR THE CLOTHES RAIL

BAGIS Children’s coat-hangers
Assorted colors 300.247.16 $2.49/8pk

RASSLA Organizer with 5 compartments
White
Fits perfectly into the 6¼” STUVA drawer.
9¾ x 16¼ x 3½” 204.213.30 $5.99/2pk

RASSLA Box with compartments
White
Fits perfectly into the 12⅝” STUVA drawer.
9¾ x 16¼ x 6¼” 704.180.85 $7.99/2pk

FOR THE DESK

ADILS Leg
H27½”.
Black 702.179.73 $4
Blue 203.262.91 $4
White 902.179.72 $4
Beige 803.537.43 $4
Silver-color 102.179.71 $4

RÄLLEN Integrated USB charger
Ø3”, cord length 6’3”. Fits the STUVA the loft bed desk. The charger has three individual USB ports. Recommended for children 8 years and older.

White 803.602.58 $12.99
Black 903.602.67 $12.99

ÖRFJÄLL Children’s desk chair
White/Vissle pink 104.417.72 $39.99
White/Vissle dark gray 704.417.88 $39.99
White/Vissle blue/green 804.417.83 $39.99

FUBBLA LED wall lamp
This lamp is playfully simple to dim. Perfect for reading stories or creating cozy lighting.
W4 x D8 x H6”. 3W.
White 303.816.06 $19.99
Light turquoise 303.581.87 $19.99

FUBBLA LED work lamp
Perfect lighting for doing crafts, drawing or building since you can direct the light where you like. Shade Ø6”. Base Ø3”-Ø6”, 3W.
White 103.257.15 $24.99

MÖJLIGHET Headset and tablet stand
Black 504.340.97 $3.99
Red 904.375.95 $3.99

FOR THE DRAWERS

RASSLA Box with compartments
White
Fits perfectly into the 6¼” STUVA drawer.
9¾ x 10¾ x 5¼” 204.213.30 $5.99/2pk

FUBBLA LED work lamp
Perfect lighting for doing crafts, drawing or building since you can direct the light where you like. Shade Ø6”. Base Ø3”-Ø6”, 3W.
White 103.257.15 $24.99

MÖJLIGHET Headset and tablet stand
Black 504.340.97 $3.99
Red 904.375.95 $3.99

FOR THE FRAMES

STUVA Frame* Can stand on floor or be hung on the wall.
27½ x 15¾ x 15¾”
White 403.515.76 $107

STUVA Frame* 22¾ x 15⅝ x 15⅝”
White 104.299.74 $69

STUVA Frame* 22¾ x 15⅝ x 25⅝”
White 104.299.74 $69

STUVA Frame* 22¾ x 25⅝ x 25⅝”
White 903.828.96 $73

STUVA Frame with box on casters*
To be completed with a 23⅝ x 25¼” drawer front, sold separately.
23⅝ x 25¼”
White 403.868.87 $115
Red 503.868.86 $115
Light blue 803.868.78 $115
Light pink 903.868.01 $115

*Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture with included restraints must be secured to the wall according to the assembly instructions.
### FÖLJA DOORS AND DRAWERS

FÖLJA fronts fit STUVA frames and are sold in 2-packs. Each FÖLJA package includes two knobs and a sheet of 10 round stickers for the knobs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FÖLJA Doors</th>
<th>23¼×75¼&quot;.</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>404.091.10</th>
<th>$35/2pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FÖLJA Doors</th>
<th>23¼×50¼&quot;.</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>604.091.09</th>
<th>$25/2pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FÖLJA Doors</th>
<th>23¾×25¼&quot;.</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>204.091.11</th>
<th>$20/2pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FÖLJA Box</th>
<th>35¼×19¼&quot;, depth 18¾&quot;.</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>503.207.49</th>
<th>$30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FÖLJA Drawer fronts</th>
<th>23¾×6¾&quot;.</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>803.207.57</th>
<th>$10/2pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FÖLJA Drawer fronts</th>
<th>23¾×12¼&quot;.</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>403.207.59</th>
<th>$12/2pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### STUVA GRUNDLIG

STUVA GRUNDLIG Drawer without front 6¼". To be completed with a 23¾×6¼" drawer front, sold separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUVA GRUNDLIG Drawer without front</th>
<th>6¼&quot;.</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>403.828.94</th>
<th>$9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

STUVA GRUNDLIG Drawer without front 12¼". To be completed with a 23¼×12¼" drawer front, sold separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUVA GRUNDLIG Drawer without front</th>
<th>12¼&quot;.</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>103.828.95</th>
<th>$14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

STUVA GRUNDLIG Shelf. A shelf, sold separately, is needed as a divider between the shelf unit and the drawers in the storage solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUVA GRUNDLIG Shelf</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>403.828.94</th>
<th>$5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22×10¼&quot;</td>
<td>201.286.96</td>
<td>$5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22×17¾&quot;</td>
<td>001.286.97</td>
<td>$6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STUVA GRUNDLIG Clothes rail L22".

| STUVA GRUNDLIG Clothes rail | L22". | White | 801.286.98 | $4 |

STUVA GRUNDLIG Wire basket 23¾×19¼×5¾".

| STUVA GRUNDLIG Wire basket | White | 301.286.91 | $6 |

STUVA GRUNDLIG Legs Min height 4¼", max height 4½".

| STUVA GRUNDLIG Legs | White | 003.207.42 | $5/2pk |
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